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Abstract. We consider asymptotic properties of solutions to a class of nonlin-

ear Stieltjes integro-differential equations. Necessary and sufficient conditions

are given which guarantee that there exist solutions which do (or do not) have

nonzero limits at oo . These extend earlier results of various authors and apply

to linear and nonlinear difference equations as well.

1. Introduction

Consider the Stieltjes integro-differential equation

(1) G(p(t)x(t)) = c+ f f(x(s))d(j(s),        te[a,oo),
Ja

where p, a: [a, oc) -» R are right continuous functions that are locally of

bounded variation with p(t) > 0, l/p(t) locally integrable, and a{t) non-

decreasing. The functions /,G:1->1 are assumed to be continuous with

xf(x) > 0, xG{x) > 0 for x ^ 0, G(x) —► ±oo as x —► ±oo, / nondecreas-

ingand G increasing, c = G(p(a)x'(a)), and x'{t) denotes the right derivative

of x(t). A solution of ( 1 ) is understood to be an absolutely continuous function

satisfying (1) whenever it exists. The equivalent Stieltjes integral equation to

the initial value problem of (1) with x(a) = c0 is

(2) x(i) = Co + ^ J_G-' (c + jj{x{r))da(r)^ ds.

We refer to [9] for a discussion of existence, uniqueness, continuation, and

continuous dependence on parameters of solutions to (2).

Our main concern in this paper is to study boundedness and convergence to

zero (or to a nonzero limit) of solutions to (1) as t —> oo . The results we obtain

extend earlier results of Marini and Zecca [6], Cheng, Li, and Patula [4], and

Liang and the first author [2, 3, 5].  Because of the formulation as a Stieltjes
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integro-differential equation, the results obtained apply to linear and nonlinear

difference equations as well as second order ordinary differential equations.

In a recent paper [1] Cecchi, Marini, and Villari considered the nonlinear

equation

(3) (P(t)x'(t))' = q(t)f(x(t))

and gave conditions under which there exist solutions that are convergent to

zero and, at the same time, solutions that have nonzero limit at infinity. This

answered an earlier problem posed in [7] and extended the results for the linear

case. Corollary 3 improves further the result of [1] by relaxing assumptions

on the function /. Whereas the authors of [ 1 ] used a fixed point theorem for

operators defined by Schauder's linearization device, we are able to obtain a

more general result by a more or less standard application of the Schauder-

Tychonov Fixed Point Theorem.

We call x(t) a proper solution of ( 1 ) if x(t) is a solution of ( 1 ) on [b, +oo)

for some b > a and x(t) is not eventually identically equal to zero.

Lemma 1. If x{t) is a solution of (I) on [a, b] and x(a) = x(b) — 0, then

x(t) = 0, a<t<b.

Proof. We have

/ x(t)dG(p(t)x'(t)) = x(G(px'))\ba- f x'G(px')ds = - [ xG{px')ds.
Ja Ja Ja

Also,

/ x{t)dG{p{t)x\t))= [ x(s)f(x(s))da(s)
Ja Ja

and so
rb rb

I   x{s)f{x{s))da{s)+ j   xG{px')ds = 0,
Ja Ja

which implies x{t) = 0.

Corollary 1. If x(t) is a solution of (I) that is not eventually equal to zero, then

x'(t) changes sign at most once and hence, x(t) is eventually monotone.

From the above, it follows that all proper solutions of ( 1 ) are nonoscillatory

and, as in [1], can be divided into the following two classes:

A = {x, a proper solution of (1) : 1tx > bx : x{t)x\t) > 0 for t > tx} ,

B = {x, a proper solution of (1) : x(t)x (t) < 0 for t > bx}.

(Here [bx , +oo) is the interval of existence for the solution x = x(t)). Thus,

the solutions in class A are either eventually increasing and positive or eventu-

ally decreasing and negative, and those in class B are either nonincreasing and

positive or nondecreasing and negative. The asymptotic behavior of solutions

of equation (3) that belong to class (A) was studied in [6] and [8], whereas

the work in [ 1 ] was devoted to a study of the asymptotic behavior of solutions
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in class (B).   In this work, as indicated earlier, we examine the asymptotic

behavior of solutions of (1) in classes (A) and (B), in §§2 and 3, respectively.

2.  BOUNDEDNESS AND CLASS   (A)

We introduce the following improper integrals:

(4)

J. = lim Í -^G ' ( f da{r)\ ds
1       <^°°Ja  P{S) \Ja J

\G \ux)\<Mu\G \x)\, M>0,  u>\, and all x G

\G~\uv)\<M\G~\u)\\G~\v)\, M >0.

We also introduce the conditions:

(H2)

(H3)
We note that if (H,) holds, then it follows that all solutions of (1) can be

extended to the right to co. Motivating examples of functions satisfying (H2)

(resp. (H3)) are G(x) = \x\a s%nx, a> 1 (resp. a > 0).

Theorem 1. Let (H,) and (H2) hold. Then all positive (negative) solutions in

class (A) are bounded if and only if 7, < +oo   (J2 > -oo).

Proof.   Sufficiency. Let x(t) be a positive solution in class (A) and assume

0 < x(t) —> +00 as t —► oo , x'(t) > 0, t > b > a. Then we have

p(t)x'(t) = G ' cb +
Jb

x(s))da(s) <G
-i

cb + f(x(t)) [' da(s)
J b

<<rl\f(x(t))U+1^0(3)

where cb = G{p(b)x'{b)), c, = cb/f{x{b)). Therefore,

<
1

f(x(t)) ^ p(t)f(x(t)Y
,-l

< l+Mf{x{t))G-1 I

J dajf(x(t))

.+í/'Jbp(t)fMt)) ■

Since a(t) is nondecreasing, we can choose k > 1 so that cx +fbl do <k fb da

for t > tx > b and hence from (H2), x'(t)/f(x(t)) < (c2/p(t))G~\¡l da),

t > tx where c2 Mk(M + \/f(x(b))). Consequently, we have

rx(t)   ds

I2m<-<wr{f>>< +00,

which by (H,), implies that x(t) is bounded. This is a contradiction.

Necessity.  Let x(t) be a solution of (1) satisfying x{a) = 1, x'{a) > 0.

Then x(t) > 0,  x'(t) > 0 for t > a  and so Urn       x{t) = L > 0 and
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f{x{t)) > f{\) > 0. Let a = min{l, f{l)/M} . Then

*'(,) s m°" ill/WiH2 m0" {mf. "')

A quadrature now gives J^°Ci/p(s))G~l(J^ da)ds — Jx < +00. Similar argu-

ments hold for negative solutions in class (A).

Remark. We observe, therefore, that if (H,), (H2) hold, then all solutions of

(1) are bounded if and only if the two integrals in (4) converge.

Corollary 2. Let (H,), (H2) hold. If (I) has a positive (negative) solution in

class (A) that is bounded, then all positive (negative) solutions in class (A) are

bounded. Conversely, if (I) has an unbounded positive (negative) solution in class

(A), then all positive (negative) solutions in class (A) are unbounded.

We note that in the proof of the necessity in Theorem 1, the hypothesis (H,)

was not used. Without (Hj) we still have

Theorem 2. Let (H2) or (H3) hold. Equation (1) has a bounded positive (neg-

ative) solution in class (A) if and only if Jx < +00  (J2 > -00).

Proof. We only prove the sufficiency for the case Jx < +00 . It suffices to show

that the equation

(5) x(t) = 1 - l°° ^CT1 [jS f(x(r)) da(r)^j ds,        t>b

has a solution, where b > a is chosen so that

[mG~'{i?°)ds<ila

with
J 1+Af/(1)      if (H2) holds,

a~ \ MG~\f(\))   if (H3) holds.

We define a set

E = {x<zC[b, 00): 0< x(t) < 1,  t > b}

and an operator T: E —► C[b, 00) by

(Tx)(t) := I-J^-Lg-1 (j*f(x(r))da(r)^ ds.

It is not difficult to show that T maps E into E and that T is continuous

and compact under the topology generated by uniform convergence on compact

subsets of [b, 00). By the Schauder-Tychonov Fixed Point Theorem, T has a

fixed point x in E, which is a solution of (5).
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3. Zero convergent solutions and class (B)

In this section we always suppose that f(x) satisfies a local Lipschitz condi-

tion for x ^ 0. Thus, any IVP of (1) with nonzero initial value of x(t) has a

unique local solution, and this solution is continuously dependent on initial data

on its existence interval where it does not vanish. We write B = B0 UBL , where

B0 denotes the set of solutions of (1) that belong to B and satisfy x(+oc) = 0

and BL = B\B0 is the set of solutions in B with x(+co) / 0. We are inter-

ested in establishing conditions under which B, B0, BL are (or are not) empty.

These extend and improve the results of [1, 5]. To this end, we introduce the

condition

(H4)    \immfx_0G-\f(x))/x < oo .

Theorem 3. For each b > a and for each x0 > 0 (xQ < 0) equation (1)

has a nonincreasing (nondecreasing) and nonnegative (nonpositive) solution x(t)

on [b, oo) satisfying x(b) = x0. Further, if (H3), (H4) hold, then the above

solution belongs to class B.

Proof. We use a shooting-type method and consider the case x0 > 0 only. We

denote by x(t) :- x(t, c) the solution of equation (1) with x(b) = x0 and

p(b)x'(b) — c. Then x(t, c) satisfies

x(t) = x0 + J^)G-1 (G(c) + J°f(x(r))da(r)^ .

Let U, L be defined by

U - {c G R : there exists t > b such that x'(t, c) > 0},

L = {c G R : there exists / > b such that x(t, c) < 0}.

From the corollary to Lemma 1, it follows that U n L = 0. Clearly, we have

U ± 0, and if c0 G U, it follows that [c0, oo) c U. We claim that U is open.

If c0 G U then there exists t0 > b such that x(t0, c0) > 0; so from (1) we

have

G(p(t0)x'(t0,c0)) - G(p(t0)x'(t0,c))

= G(c0) - G(c) + f'°[f(x(s, c0)) - f(x(s, c))] da(s).
J b

Continuous dependence on initial data implies that for all c sufficiently close

to c0 , we have x(t, c) > 0 for b < t < t0 and f(x(s, c0)) - f(x(s, c)) —* 0 as

c -* c0, uniformly for j6[i,i0], Hence, x'(t0, c) > 0 for all c close to c0 ,

so that U is open.

We next show that L ¿ 0. Let A = ¡bb+l ds/p(s), B = f¡+1 da(s), and

choose c such that G(c) < G(-x0/A) - f(x0)B. Then x'(t, c) < 0 for b <

t < b + 1 since otherwise there exist s e (b, b+ I] for which x'(s, c) = 0 and
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x'(t, c) < 0, t G [b, s). But then we have

0 = G(p(s)x'(s, c)) = G(c) + jS f(x(r, c)) da(r)

<G(-^)-f(x0)B + f(x0)j* do

<G(-%)<0,

a contradiction. Thus, x(t, c) is decreasing on [b, b + 1]. From (2) we have

x(b + 1, c)< x0 + fb+l ̂ (T1 (c? (-^) - f(x0)B + f(x0) fb do")

and hence c & L. Also, L is open. Thus, V := R - (U U L) ^ 0 and for ail

c G F, x(i, c) is a nonincreasing nonnegative solution on [b, oo).

Next assume that (H3), (H4) hold. We show that x(t) = x(t, c) > 0 for

c e V. If not, then there exists t0 > b with x(t0) - 0 and x(t) = 0 for í > tQ,

x'(t0) = 0 (right derivative). From (1) we have

G(p(b)x(b)) = - ['" f{x{s))do(s)
Jb

so for t G [b, t0], we have

G(p(t)x(t)) = -j't°f(x(s))do(s)

and by (H3),

x(t) = -/'°J¿)G"' (ç f°f(x(r))äc(r)) ds

K-~ï° mG (-f{x{s)) ï° d°(r))

í-M/^lî),;"'(/ws)),í;",(-/'"<i<,)

•»-!<
{X{t))it

» ds

pH) (-rß?cr

Now by (H4), there exists an increasing sequence t„~* t0, «-»oo, and N > 0

such that

x(tn)<MNx(tn)       -
Jt,  P (s) {-M

But this is impossible since l/p is locally integrable. Thus, x(t) > 0, / > è

and therefore, belongs to class B . This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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If /°° do(t) < +00, then we denote

J>=flkG"(f'¡«r))ds-

In the next result, we characterize the case BL^0 under (H3), in analogy

with Theorem 4 in [5] where the following equation was considered:

(6) x"(t) = X(t,x(t),x'(t)).

Theorem 4. Let (H3) hold. Then there exists a positive (negative) solution in

BL if and only if f °° do(t) < +oo and J4 > -oo(J3 < +oo).

Proof. Necessity. Let x = x(t) G B and assume xx := limi^oo x(t) > 0. Then

x(t) > xx for t > bx. Since p(t)x(t) < 0 and p(t)x'(t) is nondecreasing, it

follows that £ := lim^^ G(p(t)x (t)) < 0 exists. Then from (1), we have

/oo f(x(s))do(s)

and /°° do(t) < +oo. Integrating (7) gives

(8) x(0=Xi_|OO^_G-1^-^OO/(x(r))£/fT(r)) .

Thus from (8) and (H3), we have

x{t)^-rp%G~i{-f{x¿fd<>)
>x_1 f°° ds G-x /_ r°° d\
-*l     MG-\\/f(xx))Jt    Pis)        \   Js /

and hence J4 > -oo . The proof for the case xx < 0 is similar.

Sufficiency. Assume that J4 > -oo . We consider the integral equation

(9) ^^-f^-^-ffM^do^ds.

A similar argument used in the proof of Theorem 2 shows that (9) has a solution

x on [b, oo) for a suitably large b . Clearly, x(t) is a positive solution in BL .

The case J3 < +oo can be handled in the same way.

Theorem 5. Let (H3), (H4) hold. If f°° ds/p(s) < +oo, then there exist both

positive and negative solutions in BQ.

Proof. Theorem 3 shows that equation (1) has a solution x(t) > 0 on [a, oo)

with x(a) = 1 . Then x(t) satisfies (7). Assume that xx := lim(_>oox(Z) > 0.

By Theorem 4 we have J4 > -oo . Let

E = {y g C[a, oo) : 0 < y(t) < x(t), t > a},
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and let T: E —► C[a, oo) be the operator defined by

where £ < 0 is the constant in (7) and ô > 0 is a constant to be determined

later. Clearly we have (Ty)(t) > 0 for all t>a, y G E. From (7),

/oo f(x(s))do(s) <Z- G(p(a)x'(a)) := £ c.

Now by the uniform continuity of G~ (y) on any compact interval of

can choose â > 0 so small that

we

max{G \s)-G l(s - S)} < xx [ T
tfj

/»(*).

Then

x(t) - (Ty)(t) = xx - I
3 ds

P(s)

.-i K /(jf)rfff

/oo

-G-XU- j™ f{x)do-ô

>x -[

(«-/■
f(y)do-s

max{G '(5)- G '(í-t5)}>0.
1 y, p(5)c<7<íi

Hence, T maps £ into ZT. It is easy to show that r is continuous and

compact under the topology mentioned in the proof of Theorem 2. Thus T

has a fixed point v G E for which

y(0 = - ^°° ^G~l (i - <5 - ^°° /(y(r)) rfff(r)) , í > a,

and y(i) is a decreasing proper solution approaching zero. The proof of the

existence of a negative solution in B0 is similar.

We observe that Theorem 6 in [1] (see also [7]) shows that for equation (3)

the class B is not empty if a condition stronger than (H4) holds:

(H5)   There exists h > 0 such that sup,|<A f(r)/r < +oo .

Theorem 3 improves this by requiring only that (H4) holds. Theorem 5

shows, more precisely, that B0 ^ 0 if /°° ds/p(s) < +oo (in addition to

(H4)).  Moreover, if B ^ 0 (e.g. if (H4) holds), from Theorem 4 we know
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that under the hypothesis (H3), B = B0 if and only if either /°° do(t) = +00

or /3 = +00 and JA — -00.

The next result is a complementary result to Theorem 4 and gives a necessary

and sufficient condition in order that B — BL under (H3), (H4), in analogy

with Theorem 5 in [5] (where equation (6) was studied).

Theorem 6. Let (H3), (H4) hold. Then all positive (negative) solutions in B

are in BL if and only if f°° dt/p(t) = +00,  /°° do(t) < 00 and J4 > -00

(/j < +00).

Proof. By Theorem 3 we have B =t 0 . Thus, the necessity follows from Theo-

rems 4 and 5.

Let x(t) be any positive solution in B and assume further that J4 > -00.

Then x(t) satisfies (7) with £ = 0 since /°° dt/p(t) - +00. If x G B0, then

we have

x^'- r a,0'1 {-r mr))Mr))

<„ö-'(/(*(0))f^[-<r'(-f ä„) .
By (H4) there exists a sequence tn -* +00 such that G~ (f(x(tn))) < Nx(tn)

for some N > 0 and so

/»oo    j_    r /        /*oo \ "

x(tn)<x(tn)MN^   ¿fil-G-^-l    do)   ,

which is impossible for large n . Thus we have x G BL . For negative solutions

in B, the proof is similar.

In our final result, we characterize the case BL^0 ^ B0 under (H3), (H4).

Corollary 3. Let (H3), (H4) hold. Then both BL and B0 contain positive and

negative solutions if and only if J°° dt/p(t) < +00, / °° do(t) < +00.

Proof. Since   f°° dt/p(t) < +00 and /°° do(t) < +00 imply that 73 < +00

and 74 > -00, Corollary 3 now follows from Theorems 4, 5, and 6.

For equation (3), Theorem 8 in [1] shows that if (H5) holds and

/•+00       1 rS

(10, l     _jJ{r}ärds<+cc
/•+OO rS       1

(U) Ja       ̂ JaPJT)drdS<+00

then BL¿0¿Bo. Obviously, (10) and (11) hold if and only if /°° ds/p(s) <

+00 and f°°q(s)ds < +00. Therefore, even for equation (3), Corollary 3

improves this by requiring only that (H4) holds and proves the necessity of

(10), (11).
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